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Abstract:
The electrical power used by computing and networking devices is most often taken for granted; we
just assume that the power is working properly, and we don't really care how it works. There is,
however, a large class of low power network appliances and devices for which it is either too
expensive or too awkward to physically hook up power in the conventional way. Still other remote
devices are in need of multiple and redundant power sources to improve communication uptime and
reliability. Furthermore, devices such as IP telephones would be simpler if they needed only a single
cable for data and power. A method is proposed for the discovery of DTE "powerable" devices
through a unique digital signature. Powerable, or powered devices are designed to take power off of
the UTP data cable, allowing both power and data to use the same cable. A discovery process, located
in the Power Sourcing Equipment, looks for a unique identity network, located in the DTE, or Powered
Device at the other end of the link. Once the discovery process is successful, the application of power
on the UTP data cable is possible and generally safe. Optionally, network management could be used
for the control of large numbers of these types of powered links, therefore allowing for the
provisioning of powered devices. This paper concentrates on the data link layer implementation of the
discovery and power control processes, with some references to the expected physical layer interfaces.
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Outline of a Solution at the Top Level:
A high level decision diagram needs to be developed that describes what tests need to be made and
what actions need to be taken on a link that employs smart power. When the PSE first powers up, it
must go into an initialization, or safe state, where both power and discovery processes are not active.
If commanded by network management, the discovery process is initiated which sends out very small
amounts of power in the form of pulses, designed so that they cannot harm any connected devices.
The pulses probe for the existence of the identity network in the PD. If, and only if, the discovery
process has found the identity network, and if it is also enabled by the network management function,
the power process can begin. Power can then be energized to the link, and power faults are
continuously monitored. If there are any subsequent power faults, or if the physical link is broken and
the power delivered drops below a given threshold, then the power is turned off and the system goes
back into the safe state. At this point, the whole process can be repeated in the same manner.
A simplified outline of the discovery and power process is shown in Figure 3. The safe state always
occurs first, followed be the discovery process, and then the power delivery process. The diagram
below represents the high level flow that is implemented in the Verilog code (14).
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Figure 3, Top Level Process Flow for Discovery and Power
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Top Level Process Description:
The chronological steps that are typically followed during the operational life of the power link are
described below, and follow the process flow shown in Figure 3, above. Although the network
management function may be considered optional, it is key to the control and monitoring of large
deployments of LAN networks with PSE's and PD's involving large amounts of distributed power.
1) Safe State - physically safe, since both the discovery and power processes are disabled.
protocol:
a) all registers are initialized to a safe condition.
b) the safe state is the default state, and all other states are reachable only under the control of
network management, through the use of enable commands.
2) PD Discovery Process - goal: uniquely determine if a PD is present, search for the identity network
protocol:
a) monitor for "discovery enable" from network management, return to safe state if disabled
b) create a series of discovery frames, i.e. patterns of positive and negative polarity pulses
which are sent down the link to the identity network in the PD, where the idle, or off time,
between the pulses is always a pseudo random length of time.
c) count the consecutive number of successful detection frames, until a certain confidence
level has been achieved, that the device on the link is indeed a PD
d) for each unsuccessful discovery frame, that is a frame which does not detect the identity
network of a PD, zero the counter of the number of successful consecutive discovery
frames
e) repeat as long as necessary for successful discovery, unless disabled by network
management
3) Power Delivery Process - energize the power source and monitor for power fault conditions
protocol:
a) following successful discovery, monitor for "power enable", or "discovery/power enable"
from network management
b) turn the power on and wait for the power level to be above a minimum level
c) monitor for power faults: "over voltage" or "over current" conditions in the power supply
d) monitor for an open circuit of the PD - for example, the cable is unplugged
e) continuously monitor the power enable from the network management
f) continue in the power state until a power fault, or a link unplug or disable condition exists,
in which case, go to the safe state
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The Physical Layer:
A brief word is needed regarding the physical layer topology expected for the powered LAN
network. The power sourcing equipment (PSE) has the responsibility for discovery and power. It is
where the smart power process is carried out. The three basic parts of the PSE that are not found in
non-powered LAN legacy devices are:
§ the power supply, which is dedicated to the particular powered port
§ the power delivery process, which is responsible for controlling and managing the power on
that port
§ the discovery process, which is responsible for detecting the identity network located in the
PD, at the other end of the cable
An electrical loop is formed between the power supply output capacitor, the discovery
transformers, the data cable, and the identity network, as shown in Figure 4. The discovery process
stimulates current into this loop through the use of transformer coupling as shown. The first
transformer transmits a positive pulse, while at the same time, the second transformer receives a signal
proportional to the loop current. That signal is synchronously detected. Next the second transformer
transmits a negative pulse, while the first transformer receives a signal proportional to the loop current.
That signal is also synchronously detected.
As shown in Figure 4, the identity network is located in the PD, at the other end of the physical
link. The load in the PD is designed not to interact with the discovery process, and appears as an open
circuit. However, the identity network responds differently to a positive pulse compared to a negative
pulse. It is this difference that we can detect.
The power delivery process interfaces to the power supply in the PSE, as shown. The power
supply is off during the discovery process, and only energizes during the power delivery process.
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Figure 4, Block Diagram of the Physical Layer Topology
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The Discovery Process:
The discovery process is executed at the data link layer, and it is responsible for communicating,
through the physical layer, with the PD, if such a device is connected. The discovery process is
independent of actual data delivery, since data can be sent and received if both ends of the link already
are powered. The discovery process could be implemented in hardware or in software. I describe
herein a hardware implementation in a programmable logic device, or PLD. The PLD code is written
in Verilog in this case. The proposed code can be found at the hyperlink, reference [14]. The finite
state machines shown in the above figures represent a simplified version of the behavior of this Verilog
code.
§

Identity Network located in the PD

The identity network proposed herein is implemented as a low cost passive network in the
physical layer of the PD. Future implementations could be designed by using a micro-powered circuit
capable of responding in multiple secondary ways, instead of just with the message: "I am here".
However, for the purposes of this paper, I describe the simplest form of the identity network, which, if
"discovered", merely says that: "I am here".
The proposed passive identity network is shown in Figure 5: in part a) as a block diagram, and in
part b) as an actual physical layer schematic. The identity network passes pulsed current in one
direction, and does not pass pulsed current in the other direction. This basic difference allows the
digital techniques of the discovery process to provide for a means of discovery. One key difference
between this network and a simple diode is that this network can be stimulated, by using high duty
cycle discovery pulses, into behaving as an open circuit. Whereas, by using the normal low duty cycle
pulses, it behaves as a diode. By utilizing this feature, the PSE discovery process can both detect and
verify that the device on the physical layer is indeed the device it is looking for. The goal here is to
increase the confidence level of the discovery process, leading to a system that is more robust overall.
We don't want a system that falsely supplies power to legacy, non-qualified devices.
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Figure 5, proposed PD identity network: a) block diagram form, b) schematic form
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§

The Discovery Frame

Part of the discovery protocol is the creation of a set of discovery frames. These frames are
generated by the PSE and contain timing that is under the sole control of the discovery finite state
machine. The process does not wait for any message to return; it just keeps running. The protocol is
therefore automatically and deterministically live. The discovery frame caries out a form of
synchronous detection, where the response of the identity network to the stimulus is recorded. The
protocol specifies that the discovery frames be repeated, and that there must be a minimum number of
consecutive successful discovery frames before the discovery process is deemed successful. The
requirement here is arbitrarily set at 256 consecutive successful discovery frames to help insure a more
robust system. Each discovery frame consists of five distinct events, or states:
1) a positive going discovery pulse state, which performs the first part of synchronous detection
consisting of:
§ ramp up state
§ sustained level state
§ ramp down state
2) a idle state #1 in which there is no loop current flow, and whose time duration is of a pseudo
random length, and constrained to be within certain limits.
3) a negative going discovery pulse state, which performs the second part of synchronous detection
consisting of:
§ ramp up state
§ sustained level state
§ ramp down state
4) another idle state (idle state #2) in which there is no current flow, and whose time duration is a new
pseudo random length, also constrained to be within certain limits.
5) the handoff state in which the results of the two parts of synchronous data detection are compiled
and compared against the criteria for successful discovery: 256 consecutive successful frames.
The single discovery frame is designed to have a pseudo random duration, since both the idle state, #1
and #2 are of pseudo random duration. This form results in a more robust system when compared with
the use of fixed timing. For example, in the case where two such PSE devices are connected together
by mistake, the two will not interact and cause a false detection, within any reasonable probability.
Refer to Figure 6 for a time domain view of the induced loop EMF of a single discovery frame.
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Figure 6, a single discovery frame in the time domain
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The Discovery Frame Finite State Machine:
The discovery process FSM, built in the Verilog code, is shown in simplified form in Figure 7,
below. The default and safe state is called “start”. In the “start” state, all of the registers are initialized
to be safe, so the discovery and the power process state machines are not active. When the network
management enables the process by setting the bit “enable_disc” true, then the discovery process
begins and we enter the “idlephase1” state. The bit “enable_disc” is checked at each subsequent state
in the discovery frame FSM, and if “enable_disc” remains true, then the discovery process continues,
otherwise the FSM goes to the “start” state.
In the “idlephase1” state, the 1st idle part of the discovery frame is generated. During this period,
there are no discovery pulses generated. The “idlephase1” state calls up the general purpose timer by
setting the bit "idletimerstart" true. The timer then grabs a pseudo random code from the
“rand_idletime[11:0]” register, which is a 12 bit snapshot of the pseudo random number generator,
described later. The “rand_idletime” register contains a number, which apart from being a pseudo
random number, is also guaranteed to be greater than 100000000 binary (256 decimal) clock cycles, or
about 40.96 µs. This need comes from the electrical nature of the identity network that requires a
minimum length of idle time in order to recover it's operating point between pulses.
Snippet of Verilog code below that defines rand_idletime:
rand_idletime[11:0] =

{ ds[0] , ds[1] , ds[2] , 1'b1 , ds[3] , ds[4] , ds[5] , ds[6] , ds[7] , ds[8] , ds[9] , ds[10]};

When the general purpose timer is done, it sets the bit “timerdone” true, then the "idlephase1"
state sets the “idletimerstart” bit false, and then we jump into the “waitphase1” state.
The state “waitphase1” calls the pulse #1 state machine by setting the bit “ramppulsego1” true.
The pulse #1 state machine, which is described later, is responsible for generating the positive
discovery pulses, also called the odd numbered pulses. Once the pulse #1 state machine is through
generating the positive pulse, it then sets the bit “ramppulsedone1” true, the “waitphase1” state sets
“ramppulsego1” bit false, and we proceed.
The next state is called “idlephase2”. This state works the same way that the “idlephase1” state
worked, as described above. It should be noted that a new pseudo random timer value is selected each
time either the “idlephase1” or the “idlephase2” states occur. Again, when the timer is done, the next
state is “waitphase2”.
The state “waitphase2” calls the pulse #2 state machine, which is described later, and is
responsible for generating the negative discovery pulses, also called the even numbered pulses. This
state works in an analogous way compared with the “waitphase1” state described above. Again, once
the pulse #2 state machine is through generating the negative pulse, it then sets the bit
“ramppulsedone2” true, and the “waitphase1” state sets the bit “ramppulsego2” false, and we proceed.
The next state is called the “handoffphase” state.
The “handoffphase” state is where a determination is made whether the discovery process has
been successful or not. The results of the synchronous detection process, which is described later, is
checked against the requirement for a certain number of consecutive successful discovery frames. If a
discovery frame was successful, and the number of consecutive counts is now satisfied, then we go to
the power process in which the DTE power is energized. The power process is described below. If the
latest discovery frame was successful, but the required number of consecutive counts is not yet high
enough (recall that we need a count of 256) then the appropriate success counter is incremented, and
the FSM continues back to “idlephase1” for another discovery frame to start again. If, on the other
hand the latest discovery frame has not been successful in detecting the identity network, then the
counters for counting consecutive successful detections are set to zero, and the FSM continues back to
“idlephase1” for the discovery frame to start again, essentially from the beginning.
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Figure 7, Discovery Process, Top Level Finite State Machine
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§

The Pulse #1 Finite State Machine

The pulse #1 FSM normally is in the “no_pulse1” state, which is the default state, and no outputs
are driven and no discovery pulse is produced. The pulse #1 FSM waits for a bit from the main
discovery FSM, called “ramppulsego1”, to be true. When that bit is set, then the pulse #1 FSM
proceeds to the “rampup1” state.
The “rampup1” state produces a shaped rise time of the discovery pulse by sequencing the 8
outputs, called drv1a to drv1h, from off to on, at separate times. The external hardware sums and
filters these 8 signals to produce a shaped transmit pulse. This shaping mechanism is required in order
to translate the 3 ns rise and fall times of a PLD into the 3 µs rise and fall times needed in this
application, which minimizes the required channel bandwidth for discovery. After the “rampup1”
state, the FSM goes to the “pulse1” state.
The “pulse1” state simply holds all of the 8 outputs, drv1a to drv1h, in an active state. Following
a fixed delay, the FSM proceeds to the “rampdown1” state.
The “rampdown1” state is similar to the “rampup1” state, except that it sequences the 8 outputs,
drv1a to drv1h, from on to off. Therefore the discovery pulse that is created ramps back down to zero
in a well behaved, "shaped" manner. The bit “ramppulsedone1” is set true, and the FSM proceeds to
the “wait1” state. The “wait1” state simply waits a short period until the bit “ramppulsego1” has been
set to false by the main discovery FSM, then goes back to the “no_pulse1” state.
During any of the above steps, the pulse #1 FSM will go directly back to the default state
“no_pulse1” if the bit "enable_disc" is set false by network management.
The timing of the pulse #1 FSM is deterministic, therefore the process is live. Refer to Figure 8 for
the Pulse #1 Finite State Machine diagram.
§

The Pulse #2 Finite State Machine

The Pulse #2 FSM, is very similar to the Pulse #1 FSM, except that it generates negative polarity
pulses into the identity network, rather than positive pulses.
The pulse #2 FSM normally is in the “no_pulse2” state, which is the default state; no outputs are
driven, and no discovery pulse is produced. The pulse #2 FSM waits for a bit from the main discovery
FSM, called “ramppulsego2”, to be true. When that bit is set, then the pulse #2 FSM proceeds to the
“rampup2” state.
The “rampup2” state produces a shaped rise time of the discovery pulse by sequencing the 8
outputs, called drv2a to drv2h, from off to on, at separate times. The external hardware sums and
filters these 8 signals to produce a shaped transmit pulse. Again, this shaping mechanism is required in
order to create the 3 µs rise and fall times needed in this application. After the “rampup2” state, the
FSM goes to the “pulse2” state.
The “pulse2” state simply holds all of the 8 outputs, drv2a to drv2h, in an active state. Following
a fixed delay, the FSM proceeds to the “rampdown2” state.
The “rampdown2” state is similar to the “rampup2” state, except that it sequences the 8 outputs,
drv2a to drv2h, from on to off. Therefore, the discovery pulse that is created ramps back down to zero
in a well behaved, "shaped" manner. The bit “ramppulsedone2” is set true, and the FSM proceeds to
the “wait2” state. The “wait2” state simply waits a short period until the bit “ramppulsego2” has been
set to false by the main discovery FSM, then goes back to the “no_pulse2” state.
During any of the above steps, the pulse #2 FSM will go directly back to the default state
“no_pulse2” if the bit "enable_disc" is set false by network management.
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The timing of the pulse #2 FSM is deterministic, therefore the process is live. Refer to Figure 9 for
the Pulse #2 Finite State Machine diagram.
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Figure 8, Pulse #1 Finite State Machine, containing synchronous detection
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Figure 10, Discovery Process, Finite State Machine Timing
•

Composite State Machine Timing
Figure 10, above, shows how the three finite state machines (top level discovery FSM, pulse #1
FSM, and pulse #2 FSM), and the one general purpose timer work as a team. The top level discovery,
also called the main state machine, is the master; it calls the general purpose timer, the pulse #1 FSM,
and the pulse #2, one at a time, and in the correct sequence. Note that the “handoffphase” state occurs
at the end of each discovery frame in the top level, or main state machine. The “handoffphase” has a
very short duration; only one or two clock cycles.
•

Synchronous Detection
The synchronous method of detection is used to test for the existence on the identity network at
the far end of the link. During the positive and negative pulse states, which are part of the pulse #1 and
pulse #2 finite state machines described above, a template for a detected response is formed. Refer to
Figure 11, below, to see where the synchronous detection points are located compared with the
transmitted discovery pulses. There are 8 synchronous detection points for each discovery frame, 4
within the positive pulse (pulse #1 FSM), and 4 within the negative pulse (pulse #2 FSM). At each of
these 8 points, a separate logical register is assigned to detect the loop response to the induced pulse.
These registers are named as follows: during the positive pulse, the register names are: in_t1, in_t2,
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in_t3, and in_t4. The names are ordered in time, with the register in_t1 capturing the first response in
the pulse. During the negative pulse, the registers are named, also in chronological order: in_t5, in_t6,
in_t7, and in_t8.
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Figure 11, synchronous detection timing

If loop current is flowing in the physical layer through the identity network in response to the
discovery pulse, then the identity diode is conducting, and the received data should be detected as
follows. First, a low current (a "0") at the start of the pulse during the ramp up state, followed by a
high current (a "1") at two points near the end of the sustained level state. Finally, a low current (a
"0") at the end of the pulse during the ramp down state. The synchronous detected data is therefore
(0,1,1,0) in this case, see Figure 12.
If little or no loop current is flowing in the physical layer through the identity network in response
to the discovery pulse, then the identity diode is not conducting, and the received data should be
detected as follows. First a low current (a "0") at the start of the pulse during the ramp up state,
followed by a low current (a "0") at two points near the end of the sustained level state. Finally, a low
current (a "0") at the end of the pulse during the ramp down state. The synchronous detected data is
therefore (0,0,0,0) in this case, see Figure 12.
During a single discovery frame, a proper identity network is considered "detected" only if current
flows during one, and only one, of the two discovery pulses: in other words, either in response to the
positive pulse and not the negative pulse, or in response to the negative pulse and not the positive
pulse. Only in either, but not both, of these two cases is the discovery frame considered a success.
If an open circuit is present in the physical layer, then there will be a "non-conducting" response
for both the positive or the negative pulses, and the synchronous detected data would therefore be
(0,0,0,0) for both pulses.
If a short circuit, or low impedance is present in the physical layer, then there will be a
"conducting" response to both the positive and negative pulses, and the synchronous detected data is
therefore (0,1,1,0) for both pulses.
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So, we can distinguish between a proper identity network response, a short circuit, and an open
circuit. Refer to Figure 12, which illustrates the correct response of the identity network to a discovery
frame for the case where the diode is conducting current during the positive pulse, and not conducting
current during the negative pulse. Also shown, in Figure 12, are the results of synchronous detection:
(0,1,1,0) and (0,0,0,0).

synchronous detection points

synchronous detection points

Drive signal

due to the capacitance
of a long cable

Receive Signal
Diode Conducting
Diode Conducting
receive: 0, 1, 1, 0

Diode Not Conducting
receive: 0, 0, 0, 0

Figure 12, example of the expected response of the identity network

Therefore, through the use of synchronous detection, the desired response characteristics are found
when the load is the identity network. Also, both open circuits and shorts circuits are each separately
detected, and that knowledge prevents successful discovery. A real advantage in network management
is that this discovery method can not only find problems with the connected link, but also provide
status as to whether the problem is caused by a short circuit, or an open circuit.
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§

Discovery Pulse Shaping
The discovery pulses are generated in such a way as to produce the minimum harmonic content
using pulse shaping techniques. These types of pulses are generally know as being a part of the
Nyquist family of pulses (5): they feature a minimum of required bandwidth in the frequency domain in
order to propagate. These signals are used, in this case, so that the discovery process, which utilizes
these pulses, can be made independent and orthogonal to the delivery of data on the link. The
bandwidth needed for the discovery pulses is less than 100 kHz, which is much lower than the low end
of the frequency band used by 10Base-T, or 100Base-T on the UTP cable. Other benefits include
minimizing radiated energy, EMC, and maximizing immunity to outside interference.
Refer to Figure 13 which shows scope waveforms captured on the prototype unit running the
discovery process. Note that the rise and fall times are in the range of 2 µ s to 3 µ s.

Figure 13, pulse shaping demonstrated on the prototype unit,
Top figure:
identity network (diode) not conducting,
Bottom figure: identity network (diode) conducting,

transmit pulse (upper trace), receive pulse (lower trace)
transmit pulse (upper trace), receive pulse (lower trace)
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§

Pseudo Random Time Generation
The pseudo random idle times, used in the discovery process, are generated using a general
purpose timer, which counts up from zero to the desired count. For the generation of the pseudo
random times, the timer value is obtained from a register of the pseudo random number generator.
Basically, the generator consists of an array of linear shift registers, as described in reference [4]. The
registers are initially loaded with all 1’s. The bits 9 and 11 in the linear array are sent through an
exclusive OR gate to provide the zeroth bit at the input of the shift registers. The portion of the
Verilog (14) code that generates the pseudo random numbers, was taken from the TP/PMD spec listed in
reference [6].
The 12 bit register, named “ds”, contains the present pseudo random number, which is then
captured as a snapshot, by the general purpose timer, using the register called “rand_idletime[11:0]”.
The rand_idletime[11:0] register is the same register which is shown in the description of the discovery
process FSM, above. The pseudo random code generator, always runs continuously, but the snapshot
is captured into the “rand_idletime" register only when the general purpose timer is started during the
idle periods of the discovery process FSM. A new random number is captured for each idle time.
Refer to Figure 14 to view a scope waveform of the prototype unit running the discovery frames.
The pseudo random duration of the idle periods is easily seen here. Note that the highest amplitude
pulses are the transmit pulses, and the lower amplitude pulses are the receive pulses.
Figure 15 shows an entire set of successful discovery frames, 256 consecutive frames in all.

Figure 14, pseudo random time between pulses is demonstrated on the prototype
Note that the higher amplitude pulses are the transmit pulses,
and the lower amplitude pulses are the receive pulses
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Figure 15, a successful set of 256 consecutive discovery frames (top trace), and the command
signal to turn on the power, active low (bottom trace) demonstrated on the prototype

The Power Process:
Following the successful discovery process, the power for the link can be energized. This is the
responsibility of the power process. Network management may optionally be used to enable this
process to occur. If enabled, the power process is expected to safely deliver power to the PD, and to
continuously monitor for any fault conditions.
Referring to Figure 16, below, once discovery is successful, the power process FSM goes into the
“poweroninit” state, and the power supply in the PSE is energized. In order to delay a fixed amount of
time, the general purpose timer is called by setting the bit "faultdelaystart" to true. The timer generates
a fixed time delay, about 300 ms. This timer is used in order to let the power levels establish
themselves in the physical layer. When the timer has finished, it sets the bit "timerdone" to true.
Subsequently, the “poweroninit” state sets the bit "faultdelaystart" to false, then proceeds to the
"poweron" state.
The “poweron” state keeps the power energized until there is a cause to turn it off. Any one of the
following cases will cause the power to turn off, otherwise the power remains on indefinitely:
• a power supply fault such as “over current”, or “over voltage”
• an disconnected link, when the cable is unplugged
• a loss of the power/discovery enable, or "enable_disc" from network management
The first two cases, above, cause the state machine to go to the “fault” state, where a timer is
started to insure that the power remains off for a minimum amount of time. In the case of a loss of the
power/discovery enable from the network management, the state machine jumps to the “start” state,
which is the safe and default state. For the power to turn on again at this point, the full discovery
process must run again.
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In the "fault" state, the power has been turned off, and it is desired to generate a minimum length
of time during which the power will be off. Therefore, the general purpose timer is employed again to
generate a delay of 300 ms. The delay is initiated as the "fault" state sets the bit "faultdelaystart" to
true. The timer then generates a fixed time delay of about 300 ms. When the timer has finished, it sets
the bit "timerdone" to true. Subsequently, the “fault” state sets the bit "faultdelaystart" to false, then
proceeds to the "start" state, and we are back at the beginning of all of the processes.
Refer to Figure 16, below.

RESET
faultdelaystart = 1
fault
(a Power Supply
fault has been
detected)

to general
purpose
timer
timerdone = 1
generates a fixed
delay
(~300 ms)

if
fault detected
turn power off

start
(initialize all
registers)
if
enable_disc = 0
turn power off

remain in this state until one
of the following conditions is true:

wait for enable_disc
input is true

poweron

1) power supply fault (OVP, OVC)
2) load open, or disconnected
3) enable_disc == 0

Discovery
Process
if timerdone = 1
generates a fixed
delay
(~300 ms)
to general
purpose
timer

faultdelaystart = 1

poweroninit
(initiate power on, delay
before recognizing
Power Supply
faults)
timerdone = 1

if
enable_disc = 0
(enable_power)

discovery is successful

Figure 16, Power Process Finite State Machine
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Network Management Interface:
Here is a likely interface between the discovery and power processes, and the network
management function. These would be used for a managed LAN system, and omitted for an
unmanaged LAN system. In an unmanaged LAN system, the processes would be configured to start
automatically.
Inputs to Network Management:
§ PD is discovered
§ the power is energized
§ power fault: "over voltage", or "over current"
§ power supply load "under current" or disconnected
§ current state of FSM's
Outputs from Network Management:
§ enable discovery process
§ enable power process
(or enable both processes)

Conclusion:
The discovery and power processes contain protocols that have been described herein. These
protocols are correct, in the sense that they make progress only when it is physically safe and also
desirable to do so, and also because there are no states which wait for a response that are not at the
same time stable operating states. In other words, the discovery and power protocols are both safe and
live. For example, the "start" state is a physically safe state, since nothing is happening. Only after
being enabled by network management can progress be made into the discovery process. Otherwise,
the "start" state will persist indefinitely. The discovery protocol is “safe” because it always makes
progress when the conditions are proper; when it detects the PD identity network. If it does not detect
the identity network, then the discovery protocol does not make progress, which is exactly what is
desirable, and physically safe. In this case, the discovery process repeats indefinitely, or until disabled
by network management. The discovery protocol is live because it generates it's own timing, and
never waits indefinitely for any input. The discovery process is both safe and live, and therefore
“correct”.
The power delivery process is physically safe, since it is reachable only through the discovery
process, and must be continuously enabled by network management. The "power" state itself is a
stable state under normal conditions; it is the whole reason to supply power over the UTP cable. The
power process is really quite simple; it normally persists in the “poweron” state until there is cause to
make a change, for example in response to a fault condition. When such a fault occurs, the power
process makes the appropriate progress by turning off the power and going back to the “start” state.
The power process is therefore correct, as is the top level set of processes: start, discovery, and power.
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